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Abstract

Among the known predicate calculus formalisms
for axiomatizing commonsense reasoning about
actions, the Fluent Calculus stands out in offering
a solution not only to the representational but also
the inferential aspect of the fundamental Frame
Problem. In this paper we extend this formalism
to modeling hybrid systems, which involve both
discrete and continuous change. We borrow basic
notions from an existing extension of the Situa-
tion Calculus to this end, but depart from it in
a crucial aspect: Exogenous events are uncoupled
from the action sequence performed by the agent.
In this way we solve the problem of non-existence
of simple plans caused by incomplete knowledge
of the ongoing processes, and we enable solutions
to Zeno’s paradox.

Introduction
Research in Cognitive Robotics aims at explaining and
modeling intelligent acting in a dynamic world. The
classical Frame Problem is the most fundamental theo-
retical challenge towards this end if intelligent behavior
is understood as resulting from correct reasoning and
if it cannot reasonably be assumed that an agent pos-
sesses complete knowledge of world states. Actually,
the Frame Problem comes with two facets: a represen-
tational one, which concerns the effort needed to spec-
ify non-effects of actions, and an inferential one, which
concerns the effort needed to actually compute these
non-effects. The Fluent Calculus, which roots in the
logic programming formalism of (H611dobler & Schnee-
berger 1990), provides an axiomatization strategy that
particularly aims at the second aspect.

A new, expressive version of this calculus has recently
been developed around the novel concept of so-called
state update axioms (Thielscher 1998). In this paper
we extend this formalism to explicitly reasoning about
hybrid systems, which involve both discrete and con-
tinuous change. The first step towards this end is the
insight that the fluents themselves, i.e., the atomic com-
ponents of descriptions of world states, can be hybrid.
The Fluent Calculus assumes a fluent to be stable in be-
tween the occurrence of two consecutive actions, and yet

a fluent may internally represent an arbitrarily complex,
continuous process (tterrmann & Thielscher 1996). 
physical object x moving through the n-dimensional
space with constant spatial velocity v, for instance,
can be represented by a process Movement(x, Po, v, to),
where the parameter P0 denotes the location of the ob-
ject at the time to when the motion was initiated. Al-
though it describes continuous change, the ’process flu-
ent’ Movement itself remains unchanged unless some
action causes a discontinuity. World states in hybrid
systems can thus be modeled as collections of both ordi-
nary fluents and process fluents, which may be initiated
and terminated by actions.

However, in a world full of ongoing processes, dis-
continuities may not only be caused by intervening
agents but also be entailed by the laws of physics.
Two moving objects, for instance, may eventually meet,
which causes an ’autonomous’ update of the world
state. These exogenous events (or: natural actions
(Reiter 1996)) can be specified just like deliberative
actions by their preconditions and effects. Yet mea-
sures need to be taken to guarantee that it is al-
ways the action which is next in time, be it deliber-
ative or natural, that leads to the correct state up-
date (Sandewall 1989). In the context of the Sit-
uation Calculus, (Reiter 1996) proposes to combine
into the situation argument both deliberative and nat-
ural actions, and to distinguish so-called legal situa-
tions Do(an, Do(a~_l,..., Do(a1, So)...)) where it 
required for each situation Do(ai,..., Do(a1, So)...)
that no natural action is possible which occurs before
the (deliberative or natural) action ai+l (0 < i < 
In other words, prior to performing a deliberative action
in a certain situation, the latter needs to be updated by
all natural actions, in the right order, which will happen
before.

Yet this merging natural and deliberative actions
causes two problems: First, despite the existence of
a simple sequence of deliberative actions by which an
agent can solve a given planning problem, it may be
impossible to state just such a plan due to incomplete
knowledge of the ongoing processes. Suppose, for ex-
ample, that a single deliberative action A(t) at time
t = 2 suffices to solve a planning problem with initial
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situation So at time to = O. Suppose further that a
non-interfering natural action B(t) is known to hap-
pen at time t = 1 or at time t = 3. Then neither
Do(A(2), Do(B(1),So)) nor Do(A(2),So) is a prov-
ably legal situation. In other words, there does not
exist a simple sequence of actions which can be proved
to solve the planning problem.

Second, if infinitely many natural actions happen in
finite time, then no conclusion can be drawn concerning
later actions, be they deliberative or natural. (This is
an instance of Zeno’s paradox (Reiter 1996).) Consider,
e.g., a sequence of natural actions A(t) which are ex-
pected at all times t = 1-2-n for n = 1,2,... If
So starts at time t0 = 0, then the only legal situations
are of the form Do(A(~¢I),..., Do(A(1), So)...). In
other words, no action can occur after time t = 1.

It will be shown in the present paper how the first
problem is solved by uncoupling natural actions from
the action sequence performed by the agent. This im-
provement also allows to overcome the second prob-
lem in cases where suitable axioms on limits can be
provided. Our exposition begins with a recapitulation
of the Fluent Calculus as a solution to the inferential
Frame Problem. Thereafter we extend the Fluent Cal-
culus to reasoning about continuous change and nat-
ural actions. Our theory assumes deterministic worlds
where actions or events cannot occur concurrently. We
borrow some basic notions from (Reiter 1996) but un-
couple natural events from situation terms. With the
help of two examples we demonstrate how our theory
can be used to overcome the two aforementioned prob-
lems. Finally, we illustrate our formalism with a sce-
nario in which objects can be set into continuous motion
by an agent and possibly interfere with other moving
objects.

The Fluent Calculus

The purpose of the Fluent Calculus is to offer a solution
to the inferential Frame Problem. The latter concerns
each fluent value which, when proving a theorem, is
needed in a situation other than the one for which it
is given or in which it arises as an effect of an action
or event. The Fluent Calculus addresses the inferen-
tial Frame Problem by specifying the effect of actions
in terms of how an action modifies a state. A single
so-called state update axiom (Thielscher 1998) always
suffices to derive the entire change caused by the action
in question.

The Fluent Calculus is a many-sorted second order
language with equality, which includes sorts for fiuents,
actions, situations, and states. States are fluents con-
nected via the binary function symbol "o ", written in
infix notation, which is assumed to be both associative
and commutative, and to admit a unit element, denoted
by 0. A function State(s) relates a situation s to the
state of the world in that situation. As an example, sup-
pose that about the initial state in some Blocks World
scenario it is known that block A is on some block z,

which in turn stands on the table, and that nothing is
on top of block A or B. In the Fluent Calculus, this
incomplete specification can be axiomatized as follows:

3z, z [ State(So) = On(A, x) o On(z, Table) 
A Vy, z’. z # On(y,A) o z’ A z ¢ On(y,B) o z’] 

That is, of state State(So) it is known that for some x
both On(A,x) and On(x, Table) are true and that
other facts z may hold--with the restriction that z
does not include a fluent On(y, A) nor On(y, B).

Fundamental for any Fluent Calculus axiomatization
is the axiom set EUNA (the extended unique names-
assumption) (Thielscher 1997). This set comprises the
axioms AC1 (i.e., associativity, commutativity, and unit
element) and axioms which entail inequality of two state
terms whenever these are not ACl-unifiable, so that
EUNA is unification complete (Shepherdson 1992) wrt.
terms of sort state and the equational theory AC1. In
addition, we have the following foundational axiom,

Vs, x,z. State(s)=zozoz D ~=~ (2)

by which double occurrences of fluents are prohibited
in any state which is associated with a situation. (It
will be explained shortly why "o" is not required to
be idempotent to this end.) Finally, the Fluent Calcu-
lus uses the common Holds predicate, though not as
part of the signature but as abbreviation of an equality
sentence:

Holds(f, s) d~ 3z. State(s) = f o (3)

So-called state update axioms specify the entire re-
lation between the states at two consecutive situa-
tions. Deterministic actions with only direct and closed
effects1 give rise to the simplest form of state update
axioms, where a mere equation relates a successor state
State(Do(A,s)) to the preceding state State(s). The
general form of these state update axioms is,

A(s) D State(Do(A,s)) o O- = State(s) +

where 0- are the negative effects and 0+ the positive
effects, resp., of action A under condition A(s).~ In
this paper we will stick to the basic form of state update
axioms, in order to focus on continuous processes. Be-
yond the simple case are disjunctive update axioms to
model nondeterministic actions, and the axiomatization
of indirect effects via causal propagation (Thielscher
1997). The perfect symmetry of the equation in the con-
sequent of a state update axiom allows using it equally
for reasoning forward and backward in time.

As an example, let the effect of an action called
Move(u, v, w) be that block u is moved away from the

1By closed effects we mean that an action does not have
an unbounded number of direct effects.

2This scheme is the reason for not stipulating that " o "
be idempotent, contrary to what one might intuitively ex-
pect. For if the function were idempotent, then the equation
would not imply that State(Do(A, s)) does not include 0-.
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top of block v on top of block w. A suitable state
update axiom is,

Ross(Move(u, v, w), s) 
Slate(Do(Move(u, v, w), s)) o On(u, (4)

Slate(s) o On(u, 
Let the precondition of Move be given by,

Ross(Move(u, v, w), s) =
Holds(On(u, v), s) 
-,3x. Holds(On(x, u), s) A -~3x. Holds(On(x, 

Consider, e.g., a scenario where the initial situation is
described by formula (1), and suppose block A shall
be moved away from x onto B. Then the expression
State(so) in the instance {u/A, v/x, w/B} of state up-
date axiom (4) can be replaced by the term which equals
State(so) according to (1). So doing yields, after eval-
uating Ross(Move(A, x, B), So),

3x, z. Slate(Do(Move(A, z, B), So)) o On(A, 
On(A, x) o On(x, Table) o z o On(A, 

This equational formula can be simplified to

3x, z. Slate(Do(Move(A, x, B), So)) 
On(x, Table) o z o On(A, 

One thus obtains from an incomplete initial spec-
ification a still partial description of the successor
state, which in particular includes the unaffected
On(x, Table). Hence, this fluent survived the compu-
tation of the effect of the action and so needs not be
carried over by separate application of an axiom.

The inferential merits of the Fluent Calculus become
apparent when contrasting state update axiom (4) 
the successor state axiom which corresponds to our way
of axiomatizing the Blocks World, viz.

Ross(a, s) 
On(u, w, Do(a, s)) - 3v. a = Move(u, 

v On(u, s) (5)
AVv. a # Move(u,w,v)

To appreciate the computational difference between (4)
and (5), consider the simple example of a plan-
ning problem (with incomplete information) spec-
ified by On(A1,8a,So) A ... A On(Alo,Blo, So) 
-~3x. On(x, At,So) A ... A -~Bx. On(x,Ato, So) A
 3x. On(x, So) ̂ ... ^ - 3z. On(z, C,o, So) along
with the goal to reach a situation s which satisfies
On(A1, C1, s)A...A On(Ato, C10, s). A proof for a plan
of minimal length to lead to the goal requires 145 in-
stances of successor state axiom (5). 3 Formalized in
the Fluent Calculus, a corresponding proof needs just
10 instances of state update axiom (4).

sIf n is the number of blocks of each kind A, B, and C,
then n2 instances are needed to keep track of the locations
of the blocks Ai, and ~. (n - 1) instances for the relevant
information about the blocks Ci not (yet) being occupied.

Standard Interpretation of the Reals

For our extension of the Fluent Calculus to an ex-
plicit treatment of continuous change, we rely on the
following standard interpretation, which we owe Can-
tor, of the reals, ]P~. A real number is a converg-
ing sequence of rational numbers ql,q2, q3,... Con-
verging means that Iqn+l- qnl "* 0 for n ~ c<).
The limit of such a converging sequence is denoted
by lim~-~ooq,,. Two real numbers qt,q2, q3,.., and
q~, ’ ,q2, qs,". are equal iff Iqn - q~l ~ 0 for n --* ~.
Then lirn~-.oo qn = lim~-.~oq,.’ This standard inter-
pretation of the reals in conjunction with suitable ax-
ioms on limits will, for instance, provide the theoretical
foundation for overcoming Zeno’s paradox.

Processes in the Fluent Calculus

The Fluent Calculus for hybrid systems includes the
special sort timepoint with the real numbers as domain
and with the standard interpretation as just described.
This sort shall be accompanied by the standard arith-
metic functions and comparison relations with their
usual meaning.

In what follows, we will frequently talk about states
that are not associated with a situation, which is why
we introduce a convenient abbreviation similar to (3):

HoldsIn(f, state) ~f 3z. slate = f o 

Each world state is required to include the special
fluent StarlTime(t), denoting the starting time of the
state. The start time must be unique.

3 t. Holdsln(StartTime(t), State(s))
A [ HoldsIn(StartTime(tl), State(s))

A HoldsIn(StartTime(t2), State(s)) D tl 

As in (Reiter 1996), all deliberative and natural ac-
tions have a timepoint as argument, which denotes the
time of execution or occurrence. We assume, for the
sake of uniformity, that this argument be the rightmost
one so that action terms are of the form ~(£,t). 
function Time(a) maps actions to their execution time,
that is, Time(~(£,t))=t.

The axiomatization of a natural action ~(£,t) con-
sists of two parts, its precondition and its effect.
The former is specified by a definitional formula
Expect(a(e,t),state) = q~(~,t, slate) where ff defines
the conditions under which a(£, t) is expected to auto-
matically happen in state state, provided no other ac-
tions occur beforehand. The effect of a natural action is
specified by A(£, t, state, state’) D Event(state, state’),
where A defines the condition under Which c~(£,t) ac-
tuMly happens and causes an update from state to
slat#. In order to facilitate such specifications, we in-
troduce the generic abbreviation,

NearestEvent(a, stale) 
Va’ [ Nalural(a’) A Expecl(a’, state)

ATime(a’) < Time(a) D = a’ ]
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To this end, each domain specification is assumed to
include an axiom Natural(a) =_ ql(a) where ~ defines
the conditions under which a is a relevant natural ac-
tion.

A series of state updates by natural actions is called
a trajectory. The predicate Trajectory(slate, state~) is
used to indicate that stale~ eventually occurs on the
trajectory starting with stale:

Trajectory (stale, state)
A [ Trajectory(state, slate’) A Event(state’, slate")

D Trajectory(stale, state")]
Notice that this foundational axiom allows more states
on the trajectory apart from those that are reachable
by a finite sequence of events. This feature is neces-
sary to overcome Zeno’s paradox; see the following but
one section. Since we have confined ourselves to deter-
ministic domains, no two different states with the same
starting time shall be on a trajectory starting with the
same state:

Trajectory(slate, staler) A Trajectory(state, stale2)
A HoldsIn(SlarlTime(t), state1)
A HoldsIn(StartTime(t), slate2) D slate1 -.= stale2
Decoupling natural actions from situation terms im-

plies that the state Slate(s), which is initially as-
sociated with a situation s, may evolve as time
goes by. We therefore introduce the abbreviation
ActualState(s, t, stale) to indicate that slate is the ac-
tual state in situation s at time t:

AclualSlale(s, t, slate) 
Trajectory(Stale(s), state) 
Vt0 [ Holdsln( Start Time( to ), state) D to < 
Va [Natural(a) A Expect(a, slate) D Time(a) 

Put in words, the actual state state in situation s at
time t lies on the trajectory of Stale(s) and started
at time to _< t, and future natural actions expected in
stale will happen later.

Deliberative actions are specified as usual by means
of precondition axioms and state update axioms. Of
course, these specifications need to refer to the actual
state of the world at the time the action is performed.
To this end, the Holds predicate is furnished with an
additional argument indicating the time at which a flu-
ent is supposed to hold in a situation:

Holds(f, s, t) a--4f
Vslate [ AclualSlate(s, t, state) D 3z. slate ---- f o z 

It is furthermore convenient to use the abbreviations
Afler(t,s) and After(t, state) to indicate that t de-
notes a timepoint later than the time at which situa-
tion s and state slate, rasp., came into being:

After(t, s) d~_f
Vt0 [goldsIn(Slartrime(to), Slate(s)) D t > to]

After(t, state) 
vt0 [ZotdsIn(StartTime(to), state) D t > to]

This completes the general description of a strategy of
axiomatizing, with the Fluent Calculus, scenarios which
involve continuous change and natural actions.

Existence of Simple Plans
In this section, we present a simple example which
shows that in our formalization the problem does not
arise of the non-existence of a plan due to incomplete
knowledge of the ongoing processes. Let A(t) be the
only deliberative action and B(t) the only natural ac-
tion, that is,

Natural(a) - 3t.a = B(t)

Furthermore, let the only fluents be the nullary F and
the unary G(t), whose argument is of sort timepoint.
Suppose that action A(t) can only be performed 
time t = 2 and if F is false at the time of execution.
The effect shall be that F becomes true. Hence, this
action is defined by the state update axiom,

Poss(A(t), s) 
ActuaIState(s,t, state) 

3 to [State(Do(A(t), s)) o Slartrime(to) 
state o F o StartTime(t) 

along with the action precondition axiom,

Poss( A(t), s) - t = 2 A -,Holds(F, s, t) A After(t, 

Natural action B(t) happens whenever G(t) holds:

Z,pect ( B( t ), stale) =
HoldsIn( G(t), state) A After(t, state)

The action shall have no effects at all, that is,

Ezpect(B(t), state) A NearestEvent(B(t), stale) 
Vt0 [slate : z o StarlTime(to) 

Event(state, z o Start Time( t ) 
Now, consider the planning problem with the goal to

have F and where about the initial situation, starting
at time 0, it is known that F is false and that G(t) is
true for either t = 1 or t = 3, that is,

Holds( Starl Time( O ), So, 
A -,Holds(F, So, O)
A [Holds(a(t),So,O) D t = 1 Vt = 3]
A [ Holds(G(1), So, = - ,Holds(G(3), So)

Obviously, a single performance of the.deliberative ac-
tion A(2) suffices to solve the planning problem, no
matter whether B(t) occurs at time t = 1 or t = 3.
Our formalism does indeed prove this simple plan a so-
lution: Let P’si,w~ be the set of all axioms of this and
the previous section plus foundational axiom (2) and
EUNA.

Proposition 1 P~Simvle ~ Holds(F, Do(A(2), So)).

Zeno~s Paradox
In this section, we illustrate how our formalism allows
to overcome Zeno’s paradox if suitable axioms on limits
can be provided. Consider, to this end, a domain with
the only natural action A(t), that is,

Natural(a) -- 3t. a = A(t)
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This action shall have no effect, that is,

Expect(A(t), slate) A NearestEvenl(A(t), slate) 
Vto [state = z o StartTime(to) 

Event(state, z o StartTime(t) 

and it happens at all times t = 1 - 2-n, that is,

Expect(A(t), slate) = 3n. t = 1 - ~ A After(t, state)

where n is of sort natural number. The ax-
iomatization so far, including the foundational ax-
ioms, entails that all states z o StartTime(~) lie
on the trajectory which roots in State(So) = z 
StartTime(O). No conclusion can yet be drawn con-
cerning ActualState(so, 1, state) nor later states.

Generally, Zeno’s paradox is overcome by adding suit-
able axioms on limits which express that if an infinite
sequence of states lies on a trajectory, then the latter
also includes the limit of that sequence¯ Since the nat-
ural action in our particular example has no effects at
all, the following simple second-order axiom suffices:

[Trajectory (state, z o StartTime(f(O) ]
. .IVn. Trajectory(state, z o StartTime(f(n))~ I
~tl x ", \ /// l
"| D Trajectory(state, z o StartTime(f(n 1))) |

[D Trajectory(state, z o StartTime(limn_.~ f(n)))J

This axiom supports the additional conclusion that the
state zoStartTime(lim,~__.oo(~-~A))lies on the trajec-
tory rooted ins StatTe(S°) = z o StartTime(O). Since
the sequence 2, 4, s," ¯ ¯ converges to 1, conclusions
are thus enabled beyond the infinite series of natural
actions. In particular, if EZe,o is the set of all ax-
ioms of the present and previous but one section plus
foundational axiom (2) and EUNA, then:
Proposition 2 EZeno entails,

State(So) = o StartTime(O) D
t >_ 1 D ActualState(So,t, z o SlartTime(1))

More complicated infinite sequences of state updates
require more sophisticated axioms on limits. As soon as
these can be provided, Zeno’s paradox can be overcome.

A Complex Scenario

In this section, we present a more concrete scenario,
where we model the detail of a production line depicted
in Figure 1. Our goal is to find an axiomatization which
allows to formalize the illustrated planning problem.

Let us first encode the background conditions of the
scenario, that is the spatial velocity of the two conveyor
belts and the location of the robot:

Va(Bettz) = (1, 0) A VeZ(Bet*2) = (0,-0.5)
A Loc(Robot) = (2, 1)

The Fluents The only ’ordinary’, i.e., stable fluent
considered here is Has(r, x), denoting whether agent 
is in possession of object x. To this we add one kind
of processes, namely, continuous movement in a two-
dimensional space¯ This type of a process is represented

Belt1 >

Belt2

PartB

PartA

I-li (%6)

[-1 (%4)
,,%,

..:i

RedContainer
[~ GreenContainer

(2, 1) (7, 

Figure 1: A robot located at coordinate position (2, 1)
puts small containers on a conveyor belt, which are
then transported to the right with a constant veloc-
ity of i unit per second. Incoming parts are moving on
a second conveyor belt with a velocity of 0.5 units per
second. Any incoming part falls onto Bell1 as soon as
it reaches the end of Bell2 at coordinate position (7,1).
If a container happens to be on Belt1 at that time, then
it takes the incoming part. Currently, there is nothing
on Bell1. Two incoming parts are PartA and PartB,
currently at position (7,4) and (7,6), resp. The robot 
given the planning problem to have PartA in the red
container and PartB in the green one.

by the fluent Movement(x, p, v, t), an instance of which
indicates that starting at time t, object x continuously
moves away from location p with spatial velocity v.
Being in a two-dimensional space, both p and v are
binary vectors¯

With the aid of the fluent and process types we can
specify what is known to hold in the initial situation of
our scenario:

3z. State(So) = Has(Robot, RedContainer) 
Has(Robot, GreenContainer) 
Movement( PartA, (7, 4), Vel( Belt~), O) 
Movemenl( PartB, (7, 6), Vel( Belt:), O) 
Start Time( O ) o 

Put in words, our robot is in possession of the two con-
tainers, and the two incoming parts known of move con-
tinuously away from their respective starting point with
the spatial velocity of Bell2.

Other objects may be in motion in the initial situa-
tion, too, but only if they are on the incoming belt and
move with the right velocity, that is,

Holds(Uovement(x,p, v,t), So, O) 
3v .p = A v = Va(BeZt 

Finally, we need the following state constraint, which
ensures that at any time when a situation arises, any
two existing movements must concern distinct objects
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located at different positions:

golds( Movement( xt, pl, vl , Q ), s, 
A Holds(Movemenl(x2,P2, v2, t2), s, t)
D Ix1 = x2 = pl + vl. (t - tl) = p2 + v2. (t - t2)]

The Actions The only deliberative action we con-
sider is putting objects on conveyor belts, represented
by the action term Put(r,x,b,t): At time t agent r
puts object x on conveyor belt b. The preconditions
for this action are that it is performed after the arising
of the situation, the agent is in possession of the object
in question, and no object happens to be on the belt at
the same time and place. Formally,

Ross(Put(r, x, b, t), s) --
After(t, s) A Holds(Has(r, x), s, 
V [ Holds( Movement (y, p, v, t’), s, 

~oc(r) # p + ~ . (t t’)]
The effect of the action is that the agent loses posses-

sion of the object, which now moves along the direction
and with the speed of the respective belt:

Ross(Put (r, x, b, t), s) D ActualState(s, t, state) 
Sto. State(Do(Put(r, x, b,t), s)) o Has(r, 

o StartTime(to)
= stateo Movement(z, Loc(r), Wel(b), t)oStartTime(t)

As a natural action we consider the taking of a
part by a container, represented by the action term
Take(x,y,p,t): At time t object x takes object y at
location p. This is the only natural action relevant to
our scenario:

Natural(a) =_ 3 [a = Take(x, y,p, t)]

This action can happen at any time t if the first object
moves on Belt1 and the second on Belt2 and if the lo-
cations of the two objects coincide at time t. Formally,

Expect(Take(x, y,p,t), state) 
After(t, state) 
HoldsIn( iovement(., p~, Vl, t~), state) 
HoldsIn( Uovement(y, p2, ~2, t2), state) 
3~ . ~ = ( v~ , o) ̂ 3vy . v~ = (o, vy A
p = p~ + v~. (t - tt) ^ p = p2 + v~. (t - 

The effect of this natural action is that it terminates the
two movements of container and object, resp., and that
it initiates a new movement where the container has
taken the part and the two together travel on Belq:

Expect(Take(z, y,p,t), state)
A NearestEvent(Take(z, y, p, t), state) 

Vt0 [state = z o Movement(x,pl, vl,tt)o
Movement(y, P2, v2, t2) o StartTime(to) 

Event(state, z o Movement (Inside(y, x), p, vl, 
StartTime(t) ) 

Here, Inside(x, y) represents the nested object which
is produced by object x taking object y.

The Planning Problem Let EUobot be the union of
all axioms of this section plus the foundational axioms

of the extended Fluent Calculus (including EUNA). We
can then formalize our initial planning problem (c.f.
Figure 1) as follows: Does there exist a situation 
such that Enobot entails,

3p, v, t. Holds( Movement( Inside( PartA,
RedContainer), p, v, t), S) 

Sp, v, t. Holds(Movement(lnside(PartB, (6)
Green Cont ainer) , p, v, t ) , 

The following result shows that the axiomatization in-
deed gives a solution to this problem, telling the robot
at what times exactly it should put the two containers
on the belt.
Theorem 3 Enobot ~ (6), where S is

Do(Put(Robot, GreenContainer, Belt1,5),
Do(Put(Robot, RedContainer, Belt1,1), So))

Summary
We have extended an established predicate calculus for-
malism for reasoning about actions, namely, the Fluent
Calculus, to modeling hybrid systems. We have bor-
rowed basic notions from the Situation Calculus-based
formalization proposed in (Reiter 1996) to this end,
but we have also improved the latter by removing ex-
ogenous events from the situation term. In this way
we have solved the problem of non-existence of sim-
ple plans caused by incomplete knowledge of the ongo-
ing processes, and we have enabled solutions to Zeno’s
paradox. On the other hand, our formalism, as opposed
to the approach of (Reiter 1996), is not yet applicable
to scenarios where actions and events happen concur-
rently. Finding a good general theory of concurrency in
the Fluent Calculus, by which is preserved the solution
to the inferential aspect of the Frame Problem, is still
an important open problem.
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